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Why would Kamala’s husband allow his 14-y/o daughter to be 

in a video like this in 2014? 

 

It turns out that Doug Emhoff’s ex wife Kerstin’s company produced the video “Repeat Stuff” 

which their young daughter is portrayed as being smothered and having her heart ripped out by the 

singer/comedian Bo Burnham. 

Burnham also wrote and directed the movie Eighth Grade. 

Sure, I get that it’s a parody about boy bands repeating vague words to put a spell over girls. 
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But if you watched it - you saw the satanic turn that it took. 

 

 

In fact, Bo posted this on Instagram prior to the release of the video. 

How did I find out that was Kamala’s step-daughter is in this video? 

Well, she posted it on Instagram and I confirmed it on IMDB. 

She is not an actress- this is the only thing she’s been in. 

Now that most of us have “new eyes” it’s hard to watch - even as parody. 

#SymbolismWillBeTheirDownFall 

Did you notice the subliminal messages that are flashed throughout? 

Where’s the Cancel Culture Crew now? 

Maybe because [Bo]  has a Act Blue donation link on his home page he gets a pass? 

Kamala is very close with her husband’s ex-wife Kerstin - which is nice and so modern! 

In addition to music videos, her company PrettyBird produces very progressive content including the 

documentary “AKA Jane Roe” and media content for Planned Parenthood. 

prettybirdus.com 

Kerstin is a strong activist - but basically a ghost (can’t find anything about her life prior to 2007). 

Kerstin also has set up a non profit called Pipelines that has an interesting mission and partners. 



And yeah, their logo is a fingerprint. 

If you were wondering what the subliminal messages in the Repeat Stuff Video - there are 14: 

1. CONSUME 

2. KILL 

3. JUSTIN TIMBERLAKE IS THE FUNNIEST PERSON IN AMERICA 

4. JFK KILLED HIMSELF 

5. THE ILLUMINATI IS HERE TO HELP YOU 

6. WATCH THE MINDY PROJECT TUESDAY NIGHTS ON FOX 

7. TRY TO BE FAMOUS 

8. SETH MACFARLANE IS A MOVIE STAR 

9. DREAM BIG 

10. DISSENT IS DEATH 

11. MICHAEL CLARKE DUNCAN IS ALIVE AND LIVING IN AMES, IOWA 

12. THIS IS A SIMULATION 

13. GOD DIED IN 1993 

14. ACCEPT CONVENIENCE FEES 

#SymbolismWillBeTheirDownFall 


